Invitation To Treaty

The Kinakwii Grand Council

extends to

The Apache Chiricahua Nation

this invitation to sign a Peace Treaty, as a remembrance of the ancient principle of
diplomatic relations, established by mutual consent, which relations are governed by the
following Protocols:

Protocol #1 - recognition of the Constitution of the Kinakwii Principality.

The invited nation may simply recognize the Kinakwii Constitution by signing the
Peace Treaty, or may choose to formally adopt said Constitution, even on an
interim basis, until such time as their own Constitution is passed by Convention or
Referendum of all their People.

Protocol #2 - signing of the general Peace Treaty.

Protocol #3 - the optional review, adaptation, and signing of the Sacred Circle Treaty.

The Sacred Circle Treaty comprises:

Appendix A - that provides for a mutual respect for each nation's Judicial System.

Appendix B - that provides for a Private Financial Vault System to facilitate trade.

Appendix C - that provides economic opportunities between the nations on a
Private Trust basis.

Accepted on: 12-22-2019

The Apache Chiricahua Nation

Elder